Meeting
Date
Location

Community Safety Partnership
26 September 2018 @ 1330
Conference Room, Newport Police Station

Present:
Amanda Gregory (AG) Chair

Elizabeth Collier-Bain

Regulatory and Community Services
Manager, IOW Community Safety
IOW Community Safety Operations
Manager
Consultant, Public Health, IOW Council
District Commander, Hampshire
Constabulary
Deputy Head of Commissioning, IOW
CCG (For Sue)
Public Health Analyst, IOW Council
Community Safety Delivery Manager,
IOW Fire and Rescue Service
Group Manager, Delivery, IOW Fire and
Rescue Service
Senior Public Health Practitioner,
Substance Misuse
Minute Taker

Apologies Received:
Kathy Marriott
Cllr Tig Outlaw
Carol Tozer
Sue Lightfoot

IOW Children’s Service
IOW Council
IOW Council Adult’s Social Care
CCG

Helen Turner (HT)
Lawrence Gibson (LG)
Supt Sarah Jackson (SJ)
Gordon Ponwell (GP)
Abby Wilkinson (A)
Tracey Webb (TW)
Dean Haward (DH)
Gilles Bergeron (GB)

1.

Welcome and Introduction – Amanda Gregory

2.

Amanda Gregory welcomed everyone to the meeting and asked everyone to
briefly introduce themselves.
Minutes and Actions from the last meeting – Amanda Gregory
The Minutes from the meeting held on 13 June 2018 were approved.

3.

The Action Sheet was updated as attached.
Strategic Assessment – Abby Wilkinson
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Abby Wilkinson, Public Health Analyst with responsibility for updating the
Community Safety Partnership Strategic Assessment, presented the final
draft of the Assessment and invited comments from the group.
She explained that this Assessment is a Statutory requirement and is used to
aid with strategic planning. The data sources were wide and varied – from all
partners and their comparative groups depending on the data set.
She went on to note that the data is not always comparable due to different
time sets, different definitions in comparative groups and different drives/local
influences. It is important to remember that with the community engagement
survey, this is a self-selecting sample which is not representative of the
population as a whole.
As the Assessment was presented, there were comments, discussion and
amendments made which Abby took on board and some partners promised to
provide more details in order to produce a final draft.
Some specific observations that came up:
An important general observation – to consider how we can have more
communication with young people during consultations.
There was a discussion and agreement that Road Safety should be a priority
rather than theft (serious acquisitive crime) and delivered through the Road
Safety Forum who have lost financial support, particularly as it will tie in with
other forums (e.g. children injured on the roads - children’s safeguarding) and
general impact on society. The data (killed and seriously injured) shows that
this is more of an issue for us than serious acquisitive crime. The backing of
the CSP would positively influence this group who do it voluntarily.
There was a lot of discussion around crime types and priority areas, the CSP
decide which to focus on bearing in mind that some of the priorities are
delivered elsewhere by other partners or as business as usual. These are the
overarching vision and themes. It was noted that it should be made clear in
the Plan that those areas of concern that are not taken forward are still
priorities but that the CSP are satisfied that other partners/groups are taking
forward/delivering with a mechanism to follow up/feedback. It should also be
clear as to who is doing what and that there is a lot of partnership work taking
place under these themes.

The priorities identified from the strategic assessment were agreed as:
Reoffending, Violence (specifically focusing on youth on youth, alcohol in
public places and drug related), Domestic abuse, sexual offences, Road
Safety, ASB and Prevent.
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4.

It was agreed to submit the Strategic Assessment with the corrections and
updates as agreed throughout the meeting
Strategic Plan – Helen Turner
It was agreed that the priorities themes for the Strategic Plan should be:

5.

Sexual Offences – Supt Sarah Jackson to get more detail from DCI John
McGonigle
Violent Crime specifically focussing on youth on youth violence, alcohol
in public places and drug related
Anti-Social Behaviour
Road Safety – Tracy Webb to provide wording that can then be circulated to
partners for agreement
Domestic Abuse
Community Trigger Policy – Helen Turner

6.

To be circulated for comment.
Partnership Joint Working Lessons Learned Workshop – Helen Turner

7.

To be circulated for information.
Public Health Update: IRIS/DA Commissioning/DAAT – Laurence Gibson
and Gilles Bergeron
Gilles Bergeron updated on the following:
Domestic Abuse Service
The new Domestic Abuse Service to You Trust will be starting on Monday
October 1st. Gilles has been working with them for the transition phase and
modernisation period and everything is in place for commencement.
Following concerns from the LSAB regarding notifications and information
that had or hadn’t been provided to partners by the You Trust – phone
numbers, contact details etc., - and subsequent discussion with the You
Trust, he will make sure that this information goes out to all partners
tomorrow. There will be a free phone number, contact details, a range of
literature on what will be available..
IRIS
Gilles apologised for the time it has taken to resolve this. An update as
follows:
•
•
•
•

On 24 March IRIS closed down their service.
Worked with the Trust to agree a Business Continuity Plan.
Disappointment with the lack of progress from the Trust in moving this
forward.
Key aspect was recruiting members of staff which proved impossible.
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•

•
•
•

Following advice of the Procurement Team decided to go down the
direct award route with a service called Inclusion who have a lot of
experience in delivering such services and are currently providing
service to the IOW prison. They have agreed to our conditions and
they should be starting very soon. He will confirm the date when
available.
A media statement was agreed with IOW Council statement and
everything should be in place within weeks.
Terms and Conditions – will have the same budget over 18 months.
They will immediately start on the next phase of procurement for a
much longer period.

8.

VAWG
Amanda Gregory updated the group that the VAWG will come under the CSP
in terms of governance and IOW Council Community Safety will host a
Domestic Abuse Coordinator. The post is currently being advertised.
Communications Plan Update

9.

In the absence of Jo Sedgmond this agenda item will be carried forward to the
next meeting.
Date of Next Meetings:
The next meeting for CSP is the Pubic Meeting scheduled for 5 December,
2018 at the Riverside Centre.
It was agreed to move this meeting to the summer next year in order to try and
attract more members of the public but for this year agreed timing of 1400 and
to invite a couple of the projects that have been funded by the OPCC to give
feedback.
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